
Creative Paper Collage

Creative paper collaging helps you go beyond the polaroid to create dynamic 

artworks which are simple and quick to make, all for the cost of a postcard.

Collage tips

Wherever you go you’ll usually find a variety of postcards. If not, make one 

up. Find a distinctive feature of the postcard, it could be the famous Tor 

like in this postcard of Glastonbury. This becomes your starting point. 

Build layers of torn paper around this feature to enhance it. Choose colors 

to make it stand out.

Use what you find

Postcards 
ONE photo

Maps are freely available at tourist information 

centers. Get as many as you can to create variety. 

Maps of bus routes or the London Underground can 

add to your story. You can highlight places where 

you’ve been with arrows to show where you’re going.

Get as many as you can

Maps 
TWO

When you go places, chances are you’ll need a ticket to get there. Airline 

ticket stubs, museum entry tickets, bus tickets; they add times, places 

and dates. Some have interesting text or sketches like this one from 

Dubrovnik.

Give a focus to your story

Tickets 
THREE photo

Stamps lend authenticity to your story. Trips to the 

local post office are adventures in themselves. Buy 

stamps for their interest, calligraphy or color to add a 

collage theme.

Buy some when you’re there

Stamps 
FOUR

The world is a wonderful place with a multitude of languages, culture and 

writing. Each place you visit will have its own unique identity. Text can be 

used to show off written languages like this Cyrillic script from Bulgaria. Or 

you may want to say something about the heritage of a place or its main 

feature like Glastonbury as the Centre of Light. Text draws the eye to your 

message. Repeated text is powerful.

Tell your story

Text
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